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ABSTRACT

We propose a model for the description of the hot electron
phenomena in semiconductors. Based on this model we are able
to reproduce accurately the main characteristics observed in
experiments of electric field transport, optical absortion,
steady state photolwminescence and relaxation process. Our
theory does not contain free, nor adjustable, parameters, i t
is very fast computerwise, and incorporates the main
collision mechanisms including screening and phonon heating
effects. Our description on a 3et of nonlinear rate equations
in which the interactions are represented by coupling
coefficients or effective frequencies. We calculate three
coefficients from the characteristic constants and the band
structure of the material.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transport phenomenology in many valley semiconductors has

undergone in the last few years a very impressive growth.

Nowadays there is an abundance of experimental results

related to the transferred electron effect, high densities of

carriers, out of equilibrium phonon populations, etc. These

data needs still a full understanding and a reasonable

theoretical description. However the theoretical approaches

based on some approximation to solve the Boltzmann kinetic

equation, or based on some numerical techniques such as Monte

Carlo methods suffer from the limitations due to its

respective approximations.

Thus it is convenient, to search new approaches for the

investigation of the hot electron phenomenology. It can be

found in the literature other more fundamental methods

proposed to describe the hot electron problems in

semiconductors . However, in most of the cases, these become

unpractical and very restrictive when dealing with real

problems.

Based in a phenomenological nonlinear model, we have

previously analized some physical aspects of the steady state

photoluminescence spectra, the relaxation and cooling

processes of a photogenerated hot electron plasma and the

influence of stended impurity states upon these processes .

In the present paper we improve our theoretical model by

including all the main collisions mechanisms,i.e. screened

electron-electron (e-e) scattering, screened electron phonon

(e-ph) (optical and acustical including heating effects)

collisions, recombination (rec) to traps and to centers,

Intervalley scattering (ivs), and an applied electric field.

In our previous works we have described the interactions by

means of certain effective collisions frequencies (ecf)

related to the intensity of the pertinent interactions. Now

we evaluate the3e parameters from the knowledge of the

characteristic constant of the material and its band

structure. Thus to some extent we have eliminated the

phenomenological nature of the model.

The procedure we propose here offers the following

advantages. At difference of some aproximations to solve the

Boltzmann kinetic equation, it is not necessary in this

procedure to assume any shape for the carrier distribution

function (CDF); it does not matter how much out of

equilibrium or excited the system might be. It allows us to

obtain information at any stage including times prior to the

thertnalization. Moreover the time scale in our approach can

be defined in a very simple way in terms of the calculated

effective times of the interactions.

The paper is organized as follows: In section II we discuss

the theoretical frame work and the fundamental hypothesis on

which our model is based. We also explain the procedure by

which we calculate the ECF associated to each of the

mechanisms of interactions and the methods of solution of

the rate equations. Finally in Sec. Ill we present and

analyze the results of our theory and compare, when ever

possible, with other results both, theoretical and

experimental.

II. THEORY

We wish to formulate the evolution equation for the carrier

distribution function in a semiconductor. The natural way of

boarding the discussion is to make the description in the fj-

space i.e. the (r,q) space for one particle. Here we

formulate our theoretical description in the energy space. Of

course these adoption causes, several restrictions, but it

has also advantages which we shall show here.

Let us start by the usual definition of the carrier

population in a volume element in the phase space.

W - f' A (l.a)

where f is the carrier distribution in the phase space and

V is the crystal volume.

In similar way, for the phonon population one can write

Assuming an homogeneous system such that an applied electric



field introduces just a well defined anisotropic direction

one can write for the carrier and phonon populations

(2.a)

x 'j'-J^Biy* ' (2.b)

where ds is a surface element on the surface of constant

energy s , e represents the angle between k and the

applied field direction in the case of a homogenous system

cos <&,takes the values 1 and -1 which we denote here by e and

-*». a denotes the phonon population, of branch 5 with

wave vector q.

Now we wish establish the equations which govern the time

evolution of these quantities. In order to do that we assume

the following. We suposse a band structure composed of the

valley r separated from the valley L by an energy A. We

assume also that the continues of states of the valley are

subdivided into a set of discrete intervals of energy

thickness At. For simplicity and in order to have a direct

point, of reference we choose As to be the longitudinal

optical phonon energy hw . This election is not fundamental

for the development of our procedure and in fact the division

c>t the conduction band in levels of energy of finite

thickness can be disregarded also,a detailed dicussion about

this can be seen in reference 2.

More than stablish evolution equations for the quantities

r'(£,e,t) and N (t), we wish to set up the evolutions
a

equations for these quantities integrated in the interval of

range At-= hw . So we have

where y~ r,L labels the valleys and i the levels of energy

U.= iA*) x- 0,1,2....

and

vis

\ V^
AS. (3)

(»-,e,i) and depends on the density of states D (e) in

respective valley. The factor 1/2 appears because

is the number of rtates in the energy level characterized by
the

appears because the

density of states has the same value for « and -e due to the

symmetry of the Brillouin zone.

We obtain the evolution equation for the carrier population

in the different levels in the energy space by using the

conservation of the electron number, thus we can write

The first r.h.s term takes into account the changes in «

due to the collision mechanisms and the second term the

changes due to the excitation. In general one can write the

collisions term due to the collision mechanisms as.

At ~ a- (5)

particles inThese are the differences in the fluxes of

to, and out from a given energy level.

The flux out of the level (j-©i) can be written in the form

here P is the \otal probability

transition from the level (?-ei) to

similarly for the flux in the level

in the form

per

any

unit time of the

other level (1*3)

, b, can be written

(7)

4
In the expressions for a and b the probability has to be

evaluated for each of the collisions mechanisms labelled here

T



by K. Hence the evolution fox the carrier population can be

written as .

. L i •) /\ - i_ i- /
L

with a and b given by equation 6 and 7.

The corresponding equations for the phonon population in the a

mode can be obtained as follows

'H* (9)

The first r.h.s term describes the changes in the phonon

population in the a. mode due to electron phonon interactions

and the second one takes into account the non electronic

processes which can affect the phonon population.

The term corresponding to the electron phonon interaction is

given by the difference in the rates of creation and

annihilation of phonons, it can be written in the form

(10)

Pe?l and Pa^ represent, respectively, the probability per unit

time of the emission and absorption of phonons of the a mode

due to e-ph interaction with a kind of coupling (e.g.

deformation potential, piezoelectric potential, etc) labelled

by K. We are assuming here of course only first order e-ph

interaction.

The explicit form of the ph-ph term of eq. 9 ia not well

known this should contain the effects on the phonon

population of the impurities, defects in the crystal,

frontiers, etc. On the phonon population these interactions

are not easy to deal with3.We adopt here the approach of

relaxation time which provides a first order approximation to

this terra

The rate equation for the phonon population is obtained by

subtracting from eq 10 the corresponding term of the time

relaxation aproximation such that

(11)

here T is the corresponding relaxation time and N is the

value of the phonon population in the equilibrium reference

state.

The rate equations 8 and 11 govern the time evolution of

carrier and phonon populations and they are the fundamental

equation of our theoretical model.

These equations have to be solved coupled each other in order

to take in to account properly the reciprocal influence of

the carrier and phonon populations.

It is necessary to remark here that the structure of the rate

equations is caused by the division of the continuum ot states

of the conduction band in a discrete set of levels of

thickness A£= hw . We have chosen this value because in

several of the most important physical situations the energy

exchange is predominantly driven by the interaction e-ph.

Whatever reasonable value for the At unit chosen has to be

incorporated in the evaluation of the probabilities per unit

time of the transition from one level to other due to the

mechanisms of interaction.

II a. Scattering mechanisms:

The evaluation of the probabilities associated to the

collision mechanisms is done here by the use of first order

7
*



perturbation theory. We particularize now our treatment to

the case of polar semiconductors. However the necessary

adaptation of the theory to deal with covalent semiconductors

is almost direct. We list the expressions of the probability

for each of the interactions which are obtained by using the

Fermi Golden rule and we just discuss those details which in

our opinion might need some clarification.

(e-ph) scattering (acoustic deformation potential)

The total probability for the transition from a state K to

any other available state K1 is given by'

where D is the acustical deformation constant, q and u

(12)

are

respectively, the magnitude of momentum and the acustic

phonon velocity; p and T, are the density and the temperature

of the crystal and K, is the Boltzmann constant. The fluxes a
b

and b, due to this interaction, can be written as

' <12.<

where

(13)

Here we have used for simplicity the energy equipartitaon

condition N^+ 1/2 ~ K£,T1 ^ hw^ which is valid if hwQ<<KfaT^;

in other cases one has to use the equation (11) to evaluate

N

e-ph interaction (acoustic, piezoelectric potential)

In this case the total probability per unit time of the

transition from a state K to another state K'. is given by the

expression. ] 1

\

the fluxes in this case take the form

where

and
s^rr *i* t'fu1'

(14a)

(14b)

(15)

is the Debye-Huckel screening length.

e-ph interaction (optical, deformation potential)

In this case the energy equipartition condition is not

satisfied so that the probability (after the corresponding

interaction) takes the form

where

(16)

The + sign is for the emission and absorption, respectively.

The fluxes in this case take the form

(16. a)
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e-ph Interaction (optical polarization potential).

The total probability per unit time for the transition

-= \L + It, I +"
3 and IS are the static and optical dielectric constants,
a s

respectively.

For the transitions [yei] -> [ye i+l] one can define

(17.a)

which is obtained after the integration of the first

integral.

For the case of transitions [yei]->[ye i+l] after the

integration of the second term integral we have

By using these expressions one can write for the total

probability of the transition

(18,a)

and the fluxes can be written as

^ ' " IVy.iZ' ' «18.b)

we wish now to introduce the screening effects in the e-ph

interactions which under high carrier concentration

10

: ,-wt •<« —-'---*

conditions could become important. Due to the screening

effects the intensity of interactions of Coulomb nature

diminishes and this fact has to be taken into account.

We adopt here the Random Phase Aproximation procedure which

predicts that the intensity diminishes by the factor8

I (•̂  )

-1

where N and N are the densities total and in the y valley,

respectively. N is the threshold value for the concentration

in the y valley at which the screening becomes important.

The critical value of the concentration is given by

The S'. factor has to be incorporated in the expression for

the total probalility of the transition or equivalently in

rol

U +

ytV
t-4 (19.

0+ _
(19.b)

*!*

" \r")Ke-ph interaction (intervalley transitions)

We shall consider here only intervallei transitions assisted

by optical phonons because in most of the cases this is the

most important . Let the energy of the optical phonons

involved in the intervalley transitions from a initial state

in a valley and final state in the other one can be written

D ,is the deformation constant foi~ intervalley transitions

11



and tA] is defined by

[A] = A for transitions r ->L and -A for transitions L—>r by

the use of a similar treatment to the e-ph (optical

deformation potential) one can write the expression for the

total probability as

where

( 2 0 )

here y is the complement of y.

obtains for the fluxes

By using this expression one

(21.a)

(21.bi, -
J

where 6 is the fraction part of the expression

and X. the integer part.

We should consider here the selection rules for the allowed

transitions3' . However the selection rules are usually

calculated for E.ero order transitions in the wave vector and

for the minimum of the valleys, So, for simplicity we will

neglect in our treatment the possible effect of the selection

rules.

(e-II) intaraction.

For the description of the electron-ionized impurity we adopt

here the Brooks-Herring10 approximation. This approximation

predicts for the total probability ( <?«.

which can be written for the dis'crete levete levels

where

( 2 2 )

X is the static dielectric constant and s^ is defined as

before.

The fluxes can be written as

(23 .a )

(23.b)

e-IN interaction
The probability per unit time in the Erginsoy approximation

can be written as

11

where NH is the neutral impurities concentration and

the Bohrs effective radius of the impurity
is

a is the Bohr radius and m the rest mass of the electron.
o o
The total probability for the case of our discrete levels,
i.e., after the integration of P^^dC' ,K) can be written as

13



where

the fluxes become

W'l,

10 V
(24)

(25.a)

(25.b)

(e-e) Interaction.

In order to incorporate the e-e interaction in our rate

equations, we adopt the Debye-Huckel screened potential

( 26)

screeningthe inverse Debye-Huckel

hw for conditions of density of excitations of 10
lo

D13 cm"3, and 1010 cm"3, respectively. Hence, due to

It is easy to see that the scattering process in which the

magnitude of exchanged momentum is small are the most likely,

because the scattering probability diminishes as q

A given electron with energy of 3 60 meV. in the r valley has

an average energy exchange of <Ae> Z 0.5 hwlo, 1.5 h-
w
lo>

cm ,

the

dependence of the energy exchange with the carrier

concentration Ae diminishes when the carrier concentration

increases. Thus we assume that in the discrete levels schemes

for our model, the e-e collisions produce transitions of the

electrons only to the neighbouring levels, of course this

does not imply that the interaction occurs only between

neighbouring energy levels, since it is just a restriction on

the transitions.

The total probability for the transitions is given by

ii*
"3

where g = k̂ - it is the difference in momentum of the

electrons participants of the collision, and ^) - £ • For

simplicity in the calculations we adopt, for gJ' its average

value in a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. So that the total

probability can be written as

_ < 2 7 '

where the square brackets factor takes into account the

screening effects which in this case become important when

the carrier concentration N reaches a critical value Nr .
ec

The expression for the total probability, equation 27, is a

heuristic useful expression, this allows us to determine in

an easy way the ranges of carrier concentration and

electronic temperature in which the energy exchange by e-e

scattering is the dominant mechanism in the dynamics of the

system.

For the discrete levels of energy scheme, we have for the

total probability the expression

2 -sv;1 \ *
The fluxes are given by

a='?«^'K1-

Ik

(28.b)



ph-ph Interaction

In semiconductors the e-ph interaction i3 one important

channel of energy relaxation and the longitudinal optical

(lo) phonon emission is in polar semiconductors the most

important one . Under high density of excitation conditions

the emission of a great number of (lo) phonons, could modify

the rate of energy exchange between the lattice and the

carrier system ' - Thus it is important to take into account

these possible effects of lo phonon population.

As we said before, in order to describe the ph-ph interaction

we adopt the time relaxation approximation so that we have

\

here N is the number of the unitary cells,
cell

IH I are the

matrix elements for anharmonic processes of three phonons,

and N ,, N ,,are the occupation numbers of the modes q1 and

q". Usually it is assumed that the decay of the lo phonons

are through the emission of two acoustic phonons with w
q i *

w.M, for q-0, and acoustic phonons in the same branch. Under

those conditions one arrives at

where
Ci± \

(29)

, H
is the zero temperature value of T . This quantity has been

obtained experimentally for several values of the lattice

temperature. The reported value is T L O <0>~ 8 x 10 sec.

e-f interaction.

The changes induced on the carrier population in given

level of energy sr. by the application of a electric field,

can be approxiinatley described by

ei

where is an effective time associated to the e-f

interaction and it is a measure of the average time in which

an electron gain or lost an amount of energy Ae. Thus the

fluxes a,b can be written as

(30.a)

(30.b)

where

and T can be calculated approximately as follows

T;C«O « rf* At

•jft, *£ so thatand

if one assumes a parabolic band (,

the expressions 30 a,b have to be modified slightly for the

lowest level of energy in the conduction band because in that

case there were no available i-1 states.

Generation and recombination

The rate equation which governs the effect upon the carrier

distribution of generation and recombination processes can be

written as

d \\ . _ /*" __ o

The first rhs terms represents the photogeneration of

17
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carriers and the second one represents the recombination

processes. We shall assume only generation of carriers to the

P valley. In that case the generation term can be written as

(33)

where i Ae is the energy level of excitation (measured from
p

the bottom of the conduction band). G (t) is proportional to
p

the rate of generation i.e. the number of excited carriers
per unit time given by X

Ad
where P^ is the laser power, d is the penetration length in

the material, and fl is the area of the illumination. X(t) is

conveniently chosen in order to model a given experimental

condition, for instance, for the case of a steady state

G = G . The factor 1/2 in eq.(32), is due to the isotropy of

the excitation, and f*\/f where -f is the hole distribution. In

general 0" is a function which depends on € 9 and t. In the

steady state (T accounts for the degree of compensation in the

material.

The rate of the recombination can be expressed as R'U 4 If it

is the addition of the radiactive and non radiactive

components of the recombination.

In this work we assume

where w = 1/T and r is defined
roc r&c

J t«c

[ftrt (34)

Il.b Rate equations

In order to construct the general form of the rate equations

which in our approach governs the behaviour of the CDF in the

IS

energy space one has to add the expressions for the fluxes due

to each one of the considered interactions as well as the

excitation term. Thus in a compact form we can write the set

of rate equations for the carrier population as follows.

(35)

Here the index i labels the kind of interaction considered.

It is necessary to remove here that the level of energy i=0

for the case of interactions e-ph and e-f, has a slightly

different form, because there are not available states for the

transitions to energies leas than i=0, we shall write this

explicity below.

Once substituted the explicit expression of the fluxes a,b for

each one of the interactions, the resulting non linear rate

equations looks as a mathematical structure hard to deal

with. However in most cases one can assume some

approximation depending on the physical particular situation

and transform these rate equations in a set much easier to

manipulate. For instance in the case of a non degenerate

semiconductor one can approximate the factor (1- i*Si ) by the

unit and in that case the equations become clearly reduced

and simplified. Other cases in which the rate equations (36!

become simplified are the photoexcited semiconductors, here

the CDF depends only on the energy and for no very high

densities of excitation one can neglect the intervalley

transitions, moreover, in the case of a steady state in a

photo excited semiconductor one can solve the set of a non

linear rate equation by means of a matrix iterative method

which is very fast computerwise. In fact one can take the

limit Ae -> 0 and approximate the finite differences by

derivatives and replace the set of a non linear rate

equations by a differential equation which once solved provides

analytical expressions for the quantities of interest .

19



The solution of the

simplified by the use

These frequencies are

rate equations can be considerably

of effective collision frequencies,

the average over the band of the

frequencies defined for each of the energy levels. Then, if p

a frequency defined for the i-th level the effective value of

p can be defined as *

t
Here i is a suitable choice of a maximum level of energy

m

which the carriers can reach in a given valley.

On the other hand, we have mentioned that high population of

phonons can produce some important effects and these effects

are more notorious in the case of the lo phonons. However the

number of lo modes are limited by the magnitude of a wave

vector of the phonon. These limits can easily be obtained by

applying the energy and momentum conservation conditions to a

transition In which a electron with the maximun energy e

emits lo phonon. Such t-ĥ t one obtains

L

u
Of course in this energy scheme i t is not possible to know the

wave vector of the emitted phonon, hence we consider N^given

by the expressions

«c

%*
where

" Kt) a-

T t

Jyi + i

and U is the number of modes per

20

unit volume *•**U-L
The equation 37 describes the evolution of the whole phonon

population.

The set of equations 35 and 3 7 with the respective expressions

for the fluxes are the basis of this model. These

equations can bo easily generalized to represent a more

general situation. For instance the hypothesis of parabolic

valleys can be changed to allow the description with a more

realistic band structure.

For not very high carrier concentration nor high field

regimes one can neglect the intervalley transitions. If

additionally one assumes a non degenerate electron gas and use

the effective collision frequencies as defined before, the

rate equations 35 and 37 become notoriously simplified. The

use of the effective collision frequencies (ECF) in our

description is in fact justified by the smooth behaviour of

the probability as a function of the energy. Hence under

these conditions the rate equations can be transformed to
+ i

U)
and for i=0 we have

<H (38.b)

21
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For the excess phonon population we have

i !.c)

where the populations have been normalized to the maximum

reachable carrier concentration N , i.e.,

T = V v • • y r-v

The v ecf contains the two contributions e-ph acoustic

deformation and e-ph acustic piezoelectric, u if) has just

the dominant term of the lo e-ph . In the C frequency both

kinds of impurities are incorporated.

For a given material the set of nonlinear rate equations can

be solved by a direct numerical integration using a simple

Runge Kutta method. The solution is very fast oomputerwise to

reach, mainly in the regimes of applied field or density of

excitation, far from the non linear region.

Notice that the description of the CDF can be seen as

composed by two bands (one for each © value) coupled by the

transitions due to the collision mechanisms. In the case of

null applied electric field the only one relevant variable is

the energy, thus the description can be done by using one

band.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present and discuss the results which our

theoretical model predicts for the GaAs. We have chosen this

material because there exist in the literature abundant

information on the subject and its constants are accurately

well known . We include in table (1) the values of the

constants used in our calculation.

We have previously analyzed qualitatively several physical

22
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aspects of the hot electron phenomenology. The basic

structure of the rate equations which we used in our previous

work is similar to that of the set of rate equation 38. The

difference with respect to the present work is the inclusion

of the directional information to describe the transport

properties and the evolution of the ecf, not by

phenomenological arguments as we did before, but from the

knowledge of the constants of the material. Thus our current

formulation rigorously supports the validity of our

phenomenological approach. So as not to repeat that, whole

procedure we just remove here that the values used there in

the qualitative analysis for the ecf, turns out to be quite

similar to the one calculated here by the definition of the

ecf. We wish to direct our discussion to some more general

quantities from which we can extract more information on the

energy exchange process. Thus we focus our discussion mainly

on the behaviour of the ecf under several physical

conditions.

We first present the results of the model for the ecf as a

function of the lattice temperature, the carrier temperature,

and the carrier concentration.

In figure l.a. appears the behaviour of the ecf as a function

of the lattice temperature. The curves 1,2,3 corresponding to

the interactions (e-lo ph) emission, (e-ph) intervalley

transitions and ph-ph show that these frequencies are almost

independent of the lattice temperature. However the

interaction (e-ac ph) and mainly the (e-lo ph) absortion are

strongly affected by the lattice temperature. Notice that the

latest one suffer a change of two orders of magnitude for

a lattice temperature ranging from 60 k° to 300 k°, these

results were obtained for a carrier concentration of R=lxlO

cm"3. The increment in the lo phonon absorption when the

lattice temperature increases implies also that the mean

energy of the carrier system must increase. The carrier

23



temperature has an important influence on the energy exchange

mechanisms, because the carrier temperature affect the

screening. However the non linear dependence of the carrier

temperature on the CDF turns its inclusion in the description

to be a very hard problem. Usually in the calculation of the

probabilities of transitions due to the scattering mechanisms

the carrier temperature is substituted by the lattice

temperature this change can yield us to a wrong

estimation of the effectivity of some interactions as

exchange energy mechanism. The influence of the carrier

tempfirature on the ecf as is predicted by these model can be

seen in the figure l.b.

] (e-e), 2 <e-i) N.---1016 cm"3, 3. (e-lo ph) emission, and 4

le-lo ph) absortion. In this figure it seems that the carrier

temperature is not an important factor in the ecf behaviour.

However, another important factor to consider is the carrier

concentration. The carrier concentration affects the

.--ereening but also affects the carrier temperature in a

complex way. The combined effect of carrier temperature and

iwirrier concentration can be seen in figure I.e. There

appear? the behaviour- of the (e-lo ph) emission ecf as a

Function of the carrier temperature for two values of the

carrier concentration (1) N--101" cm"3. (2) N=10i7cm~3. This

fig-ire makes evident that the combined effect of carrier

tempCTrttiire and carrier concentration can be an important

factor in the ecf behaviour. The figure shows that an

i iicvf-Mntint of the carrier temperature produces that the lo

phonon emission frequency diminishes.

Jn fig 2.a there appears the carrier temperature as a function

of the carrier concentration. Notice that the temperature is

aJmo.;( independent of the carrier concentration up to a value

1.0 but once reached this value, the carrier

saturationtemperature increases drastically, reaching

valuf iit •-! concentration of N " 10 cm

In figure 2.b we show the behaviour of the electronic

temperature as a function of the concentration of (1)

carriers, (2) ionized impurities, with N = 1017cm~3 and (3)

neutral impurities N = 1017 cm"9, T = 300 K°. As it was
Li

apected the more notorious effect is due to ionized

impurities.

In Figure 2,c appears the carrier temperature as a

function of the lattice temperature with N=10llScm~3.

This behaviour is congruent with the result showed in figure

I.e. the curvature can be attributed in part to the (e-lo ph)

emission behaviour.

We show now the results predicted by our model for the

optical absorption as a function of two external variables the

lattice temperature TT and the carrier concentration N. These

results are obtained for the case of a cw photoexcitation. We

calculate the optical absorption in the lowest level on the

conduction band a(e ) normalized to its corresponding value

for an empty conduction band a . We neglect here the effects

of band-band and band-impurities recombination. In such that

condition one can calculate the optical absorption in the

lowest level by the expression

where <$ is defined by 1= f/f and describes the degree of the

compensation of the material. We suppose for simplicity <J~= i.

It can be noticed in figure 3.a that the behaviour of a/a is

just slightly affected by changes in the lattice temperature.

The (1) upper curve corresponds to a density of an excitation

of N=10* cm 3 and the lower curve corresponds to a value the

N=10 cm . The effect of the lattice temperature is clearly

more notorious for higher carrier concentrations it can be

attributed to the participation of the lo phonon absorption

which at that interval of temperature increases (see Fig. 1)

and contributes relatively to carry up the carriers from the

lowest level of energy.
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Figure 3.b shows the behaviour of the optical absorption as a

function of the carrier concentration. The absorption curve

shows clearly its dependence on the number of accessible

states; when the carrier concentration increases the number

of unoccupied states diminishes, diminishing the optical

absorption too. We present in Fig. 3c our results for the

optical absorption for variable energy of excitation JE . Some
p

reported experimental results showed a linear growing of the

optical absorption up to an energy of excitation

slowerly

hw

£ ~hw,
17

for greater values of e the absortion increases
p

We present here our results for £ values greater than hwp o
at a lattice temperature of 3 00 k and a carrier

concentration of N=10*'cm 3. The curve shows a qualitative

agreement with the experimental results. However, the

comparison cannot be done directly because our results

represent the total optical absorption integrated in the

interval of energy Ae. The results predicted by our model

for the drift velocity as a function of the lattice

temperature appear in figure (t.a. These results were

calculated for a value of the carrier concentration of

N=10 a cm , and for an applied field of E=l Ktf/cm. By

comparision with the reported experimental results* it can

be noticed that the agreement of our results with the

experimental ones is good mainly at high values of the

lattice temperature. The deviation of our results from the

experimental ones at low lattice temperatures indicates a

wrong dependence of the ecf on the lattice temperature in the

low temperature limit.

In figure 4-b we present the results for u as a function of
d

the concentration of carriers1, neutral impurities , and

ionized impurities . These results were obtained for a

lattice temperature of 300 k° and an electric field of

E=lKV/cm. It. can be noticed the qualitative agreement of our

results with those reported in reference (19).
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Finally we present our results for the relaxation process of

the carrier population excited by a laser pulse in a GaAs

sample. Figure 5.a shows the time evolution of the electronic

temperature. The results {curve 1) were obtained for a

carrier concentration of 1017 cm"3 and with a time of

relaxation of lo phonons of C, = 30 pa. It can be compared

with the results reported in reference (20) which appear in

the figure in crosses. Curve 2 was obtained with N=7xl01'

cm"3 and C • 8 ps. this can be compared with the results

reported in reference (21) which appear, in the figure as a

triangles.

In figure 5,b appears the inverse of the electronic

temperature as a function of the power dissipated by lo phonon

emission. The triangles are the experimental results reported

in ref (22). The curve 1 was obtained neglecting screening

effects and phonon heating effects, and curve (2) takes in to

account those effects. It can be noticed the good agreement

of curve 2 with the experimental results. The carrier

concentration considered here is lower than the critical

value, so the screening effects can be neglected. However,

this result indicates that phonon population is an important

factor which can affect the rate of.cooling of the electronic

system.

We have previously used the basic structure of this model

to study qualitatively several aspects of the hot electron

phenomenology.

With the prescription given in the present work to calculate

the numerical value of the ecf we are already able to make

quantitative predictions. Thus, we would like to remax-k here

that the systematic analysis we have done for different

physical conditions can be easily repeated in order to

perform a quantitative study of those physical situations.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig 1. Effective Collision Frequencies VS. The lattice

temperature l.a, VS. carrier temperature T with T = 300 K°

l.b, and lo phonon emission ecf VS Tg for two values of the

carrier concentration. See text.

Fig 2. Dependence of T c on the carrier concentration 2.a, for

a lattice temperature TL= 300 K°. 2.b. T Q VS. concentration

of carriers (1), concentration of ionized impurities(2), and

concentration of neutral impurities(3). In curves 2,3

N=101'=m*3. 2,c. Behaviour of T VS T with H=1010 cm"3.

Fig 3. Normalized optical absorption in the lowest level VS

T L O . a ) . o</«o VS £p with T L = 300 K° and N= 10
17 cm"3.

Fig 4. The drift velocity Vd VS T^ (4.a). E- 1 KV/cm, N=10ld

cm upper curve and N=1017 cm"3 curve below.

U.b) VdVS concentration of carriers, concentration of

ionized impurities and neutral impurities. See text.

Fig 5. (5.a) T e VS t for two values of the lo phonons

relaxation time, upper curve T = 30 ps. , the lower curve was

obtained with x = 8 ps,

ib.h) T e VS the power dissipated by lo phonon emission curve

(1) neglecting screening and phonon populations effects.

Curve (2) considering phonon population effects and screening

in the e-e and e-ph interactions. See text.
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